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A variety of activist and community organizations, The Nat-
ional Lawyers Guild, Sedition, The San Jose Community Tenants 
Union, The Joe McCann Irish Republican Club, The Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War, and the Revolutionary Union will he sharine 
office space starting July 1, at 25.5 ::. Williams .·,t. ( corner 
of 6th St. and Williams St., in the basemer,L) San Jose. 
The National Lawyers Guild provides community legal advice, 
a newsletter that covers recent court decisions both locally and 
at the federal level, and the People's Free Law School where class-
es are taught. in Tenant/Landlord law, Consumer law, Juvenile law, 
Welfare law, Labor law, Women and the law, and street survival law. 
Sedition is a community newspapex· which tries to provide a 
FREE monthly alternative to the regular conservative press. People 
who would like to contribute money and/or articles should come by 
or send their contribution to Post Office Box 4534, San Jose, Calif. 
This paper stays alive with a lot of help from a lot of friends 
who regularly contribute love, ink, advice, criticism and money, 
The 3an .Jose Community Tenants Union provides people the 
opporta.mi ty to overcome illegal rent increases and evictions, as 
well as lep;al advice regarding repairs, security deposits clean .. 
ing deposits and Nixon's rent control. For more information 
see page 9 of this month's Sedition, 
The San Jose Chapter of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War 
is offering G. I. counseling as well as providing inf~rmation about 
the "Movement" within the Armed Forces. Also anyone interested 
in the Billy Smith case can contact VVAW, 
A library for those who just like to browse is available. 
Literature concerning the struggle of the Irish people in Northerr 
Ireland (to include "The United Irishman") will be provided by 
the ,Joe McCann Irish Republican Club. Other literature will also 
be available. Literature, including material on China and ·Marxism-
Leninism will be provided by the Revolutionary Union, 
In order to take the strain off of visitors to the library a 
couch, a couple :J chairs, and lamps are needed - contributions 
wi.11 Le ?,ccepted, 
1'.!'. open ho,1se for the l'!ommuni ty will be held July 1st star tin;=; 
at 11 M1 an::l. the office ,vill ':,e open continually thereafter, 
Reach us at our tern orar-, number 2Y2-01?4, 
WHERE WE'VE BEEN 
For those of you wt:o !"1ave oeen wor:dering w:.H'e we've 
,,een L.e Last mont": a ,0 xplanatior1 on our part is in order. 
In This Issue: 
GRAND JURY PROBE 
OF LOCAL RADICALS? 
CHICANO PROGRAM 
UNDER FIRE 
ROLLING STONE 
GOES IMPERIALIST 
PRG 7 POINT PEACE 
PROPOSAL 
Community Directory 
·~hough we regt..l.a r ly come out every month ( despite consistent 
,1.nancial strain) our May issue never 'llade it to the printer. 
The primary reason for non-publication was that we joined 
with thousands of brotners and sisters in other cities who 
felt the necessity to organize and take part in day-to- day 
actions in opposition to Nixon's new murderous escalation of 
the Indochina war. A hundred percent of our energy went to 
building loca1 a:id regional anti-war actions and we simply 
d:id not have erough people, spare energy, time and money to 
publish Sed:: r ion at th A same time. 
Hopeful:v :in tbe future we'll have the resources to put 
out Sedition during any and all crisis situations--for we 
recognize that it 'is essentially during such times that rad-
:ical and alternative news reporting is of utmost importance. 
IN~l~Ht1!2i~~e~ gJ? s~~t!!!! eon~ 
trol over their owr, reighborhoods is presently being circulated 
y the Comm~_ttee for -·- 1nal Representation By City Council Districts. 
The Comm:ittee hopes to gather 19,000 signatures by Ju~y 19, to 
place on the ballot a city amendment that calls for dividing San 
ose into i::: city council districts of about 37 ,120 residents 
_each. Residents of each new district will chose their city council 
representative who wust live in that district, The plan will 
give equal c:L ty council representation to each newly formed neigh--
borhood district, Petit.ions can be picked up at 1656 E. Santa 
Clara St. San ,Jose. For further information call 259-86.51~ 
NOTICE: 
"Piave you e'1er known anybody who has organized demonstra-
tions against our great ~reedomloving Government or went around 
whispering su .. ~h Ar;archist-Communist-Yippie slogans as 'Smash the 
State", "Power to tne People", and other un-American filth in 
this law-abiding, God-fearing City of San Jose? Well, if so, 
your Country ne,ds you mor,? than evPr now to rid itself of these 
self-styled, dirty, wild-eyed radicals and revolutionaries that 
threaten the very foundations of our democratic soctety. 
"We will deliver to you in person a free invitation to appear 
in front of a fairmjnded patriotic body of fellow citizens, Ye Old 
Grand Jury, to whom you ~an t.ell all that you know about these 
cow.mies. Eowever, if you f'aj l to tell us anything you may be 
l'ooked at as aiding and ii betting these traitors and might face a 
possible Jail term of three years."--Federal Bureau of Injusti~e 
SEE NEXT PAGE 
Gl~,\NI) 
I "'( .. ll ·" ~,It. . 
There is a rumor going around that San Jose and other cities 
in the Bay Area will soon be the target of a special Grand Jury 
probe dealing specifically with local radical and revolutionary 
groups and individuals. These legal "search and destroy11 rrii.ssions 
set up by U.S. prosecutors and federal agents, are one way \hat 
the Government hopes to undermine the Movement. 
The Grand Jury, originally created to protect Englishmen 
against the Monarch, and in the U.S. to act as the ".conscience 
of the community" has ·been turned into a Star Chamber for U.S. 
Attorneys and the F.B.I. Technically in federal court or the 
courts of nearly half the states, no persons can be tried for a 
serious crime until a grand jury finds that the State has sub ... 
stantial evidence to try such persons. Fishing expeditions into 
the political activities of individuals and groups represents an 
overt p0l'·Version of the function of a grand jury. 
The composition of grand juries on both the federal and 
state level are predominantly composed of middle aged, white, 
wealthy American males. Although jurors are supposedly selected 
from voter registration lists., the poor, women, and people of 
color, have been shown through several lawsuits to be systematic-
ally excluded from grand jury service. 
Basically the Government hopes to accomplish two things 
through the grand jury probe such as possibly scheduled for the 
Bay Area: ( 1) They .would like to frame up certain individuals 
and groups that a,re "guilty" of specific political acts against 
the St.ate--these acts might include anything from organizing 
peace· parades to working for the revolutionary overthrow of the 
entire system, and (2) They would like to know exactly how these 
individuals and groups live and operate, i.e., what makes the 
Movement "move". Also the F. B. I. , which has no subpoena power 
and has had much of its 11 illegally obtained evidence" thrown 
out of court, banks on grand jury probes for further leads to 
infiltrate and expose the Movement. So essentially the judicial 
role of the Grand Jury has been changed to a.n investigative one. 
However, the effectiveness of the Grand Jury investigation 
is alsmost solely determined by the willingness of witnesses to 
give out information about themselves and their brothers and 
sisters involved in Movement activities. Yet, the Grand Jury 
prosecutors have several means at their disposal (discussed 
later) to intimidate. witnesses into ansillering their questions. 
CALLEO TO l£SllfY-YOUR RIGHTS 
In their political fishing expeditions government prosecutors 
tend to look at friends and acquaintances of radicals and revolu-
tionaries as potential "bait". - If you fit this category you might 
be a likely recipient of a subpoena ordering you to testify at a 
Grand Jury hearing. 
A subpoena MUST BE SERVED PERSONALLY TO YOU. It can't be 
left with a friend, relative, or spouse to be passed on. Federal 
gl'and jury subpoenas can be served by F .3.I. agents, federal mar-
shalls, and U.S. Attorneys. State grand jury subpoenas can b~ 
served by city cops, state troopers, state district attorneys and 
sheriffs or their deputiee. If a subpoera is dr0::::.p2,2 _,, - -.. _~· ,..,fs': 
it has been served. It cannot be shoved w.,:t:.:.·. <Ci cl::·s·c:< -·~ ., _. ~~.,_:J 
door. 
The first thing you should do when you receive a subpoena is 
to CONTACT A LAWYER. If the subpoena flowed from an unlawful search 
and seizure, particularly wiretap or other electronic surveillance, 
or, if it was illegally served there is a chance to challenge and 
"quash 11 the subpoena. If the judge rules in you favor you won't 
have to appear. If the subpoena is 11 Legal" and you fail to testi-
fy., you face a possible jail term as long as the"life of the 
grand jury" which in a special grand jury case might be as long 
as J6 months. 
Once before the grand jury, your basic right is the 5th 
Amendment, whereby you can refuse to give evidence that incrimi-
nates or tends to incriminate you. When to invoke this privil-
edge and when not to is complicated by several factors. One is 
that you may, by answering a certain question, even though the 
answer to that particular question does not incriminate or tend 
to incriminate you waive your right to claim the priviledge on 
other questions in the same general area because by answering 
you have 11 opened the door" to that line of questioning. 
Also since grand jury proceedings are secret you cannot have 
your Lawyer inside the grand jury room with you. To avail your-
self to the right of council you can consult your lawyer only if 
you leave the room after each question. However your nrigl:it to 
cormcil" is ambiguous since ~ ££ !12.i definitely ~ fu right 
.12, ~ ~ every guestiop (Remember: Catch 22). 
Yet if you remain silent and claim your rights ( the First, 
Fourth, ~~ifth, Sixth and Ninth Amendments) the government has a 
weapc:> t;";.,3. t legally obliges you to answer their questions by a 
gra..11t of imrmmity. 
IMMUNITY 
_All that "immunity" means, generally, is that once immunity 
is conferred on you the testimony you give cannot be used in 
a prosecution against you. This .does not mean that you can't 
be prosecuted - all it means is that t~ e~nce used against 
you cannot include the testimony you gave to the grand jury while 
under immunity. 
In their "fishing expeditions11 into the Movement, the govern-
ment is usually more concerned about the knowledge you possess 
than a prosecution against you - and it is the use of immunity 
that really makes the grand jury a powerful tool of the govern-
ment. 
The type of immrmi ty offered most by the special grand jur-
ies, "use immunity" (your own testimony cannot be used as evi-
dence against you), does not protect you from being prosecuted 
and maybe unconstitutional. Another type, "transactional irrunun-
""I. ., , . 
ity", is wider (you cannot be prosecuted for crimes about which 
you testify). In ei"'::.~.:~ case, ~maybe prosecuted for 
crimes you talk abou-',: a~,6 ·;.)\: .-,e 1·0:c:,-'':''_1,..e": fc::: 
crimes. Any informat__:_0~1 E;i·Je;; ·~. · - - '"'./, '3Ve~~ 
lead to an indictment aids the government in their at.~e;:.;..;1 
learn how we move, think, and live. 
If you still refuse to answer the questions once you've been 
granted immunity you will be held in either civil or criminal con-
tempt. A civil contempt charge can place you ir: jail until you 
cooperate or until the term of the grand jury expires ( which his-
torically has usually been no longer than 18 months, although it 
could be extended to as much as 36 months). A fixed sentence 
with no recourse except an appeal to a higher court will be giv-
en to you if your held in criminal contempt. 
NON-COLLABORATION 
It has become clear that the governr1ent is coordinating a 
nation-wide conspiracy of grand juries to investigate, intimidate, 
and_ destroy the Movement. Recent grand jury probes (Leslie Bacon 
and L.A. people at Tucson) have shown the futility of cooperating 
with government prosecutors. 
Today a general strategy- of non-collaboration has emerged to 
fight the power of the grand jury. It includes: 
1. PERSONAL REFUSAL: We've talked about the dangers of tes-
tifying. Though it's hard, we've got to develop the strength to 
resist. Often disruption and Yippie tactics have helped both to 
develop collective strength and put the government on the defensive 
especially in New York, where 13 subpoenas were dismissed. Wit-
nesses chaining themselves to lawyers to draMatize the denial of 
counsel or taking hours to copy down longhand every word of in-
struction, or giving names in Yiddish, have tied up grand juries 
and prosecutors. We must make it clear i!"1 any way we can they're 
wasting their time with us. 
2. LEGAL CHALLENGES: In their haste to get at us, these 
Justice Department jokers are trampling over their ov-rn laws ar.d 
thus open the door !'or a variety of legal challenges to the ,jury 
proceedings. So far, challenges based on rights of freedom of 
speech and association, protection against self -incrimina tior1, 
and illegal search and seizure--especially wire-tap laws--have 
helped free sisters and brothers from jail. 
3. TAKE IT TO THE PEOPLE! They try to isolate us, to rir, 
us off from our sources of personal ar:.::i pcli ti cal stren,~th. 
We respond by cracking the secrecy, ezposing t!-:eir air-.s 1 anci tak-
ing the offensive, with as much united resistance as possible. 
Mass demo::1strations give support to sisters and brothers direct-
ly threatened, and show that we recognize th.at the 
are a threat to us all and will be met by a:l. 
~EO?LE. 
(Sources for this article were obtained at the Kational La';.r_,rers 
Gu'ild office at 255 E.Willia!'l St.,San jose. r°urther info: ?.92-0174) 
PICK UP SEDITION AT: 
The spiri + -i.s freedom and 
justice 
Sedition officP 
CollegP 3,JY 
San Jose State 
Solidarity of~j~~ 
Peace Center 
Andre's Pipe Snop 
Blind Pi!ot 72 E. 
Potter's Place?( 
A leaflet 
entitled COCKROC;{? 
was handed out at 
the Stones S.F. concert 
a few weeks ago, 
put together the 
Women's Refuge and the 
;Vien I s Switchboard in 
Berkeley, and the Wo-
men's Switchboard in 
Sa:-i Francisco. 
"It's not hard to 
put down the lyrics of 
say 'Okie from Muscogee' 
for being anti-hip and 
anti-culture", the leaf-
let said, "but what about 
the anti-woman songs the 
Stones sing? Doesn't the 
same redneck attitude 
present itself?" 
Then it ouoted fron 
usexism Set to. Music, 0 
oy Marion Heade, reprint-
Anuiony Wolff ed from Women magazine: 
"For the classic story of sexual exploitation, there is no 
need to look any further than the music of the Rolling Stones. 
Not only are unequalled when it comes to porn-rock, but 
Jagger's songs add up to an anthology of the ways women are 
dehumanized. His arrogant chauvinism is beautifully summed up 
in "-Yesterday's Papers," where he compares women _to newspapers. 
Who wants yesterday's papers? Who wants yesterday's girl? i\o-
body. Women, once used, should be discarded as quickly as pos-
sible. They're disposable--like :'Cleenex. In song after song--
"Stupid Girl," "Under Thumb," "Backstreet Girl,"--the sick 
myths of female inferiority are jublilantly pro-laimed. 
"'The time is ripe for -a violent revolutior,, • Jagger 
sings, but the revol ,;tion starts inside of us and ma:-iifests 
itself in the way we relate to other people. If we exploit and 
oppress women, we are exploiters and oppressors, net revolu-
tionaries. 
"There will be no free men •1ntil there are free women!!!!" 
Its keepe!.'s seemed generous 
and kind 
Its leaders were supposed to 
serve the country 
Now they don't pay it no 
Cause the people got fat 
grew lazy 
mind 
and 
Now their vote is a meaningless 
Undergro1n1d PF:~or:::::: ?:'1'J 
Pis2E::a r. \'la~ ~:rl> <:is 
joke 
They babble about 
order 
Recycl~ Book Star~ 
law and 'bout KSJO 
But O t' s ,just the echo of what 
the:, •-_·e , ,een told 
Yes ::;, r,1o·;ster' s on the loose 
It's pl't our heads into the 
noose 
And just sits there watching 
The cities have turned into 
jungles 
And corruption 
the lar:d 
is trangling 
The police force is watching 
the people 
And the people just can't un-
derstand 
--- Steppenwolf's "Monster" 
KOME 1634 A' ameda 
United YarmworKers 2 
Peace~ Freedom 2_· 
Firs~- E. 
1.C. 
St;1dio 4.3 
Sar_ ta C1 a ,,..,., • 
J st 
University 0'0 Sa:1ta '.::lctrc1 
CampCeJl: 
West Valley Col1egP 
People's Shop 327 
Cupertim,: 
De ArlZ.a Cv clege 
Buckskin Den 
:west Valley(Saratoga) 
Los Gatos: 
.D,_~1e. 
baroques Jb No. Santa Cruz Ave. 
KTAO 5 Universit::; he. 
Good Earth 465 No. Santa Cruz Ave. 
Golden Egg 314 No. Santa Cruz Ave. 
Walden Pond 50 Uni·versity Ave. 
SEfITION is a free newspaper publj shed by the 
Graphjc Offensive. Our regular circulation in the general San 
Jose area is l '":, nry) copies which are dist rj_~JU ted on a monthly 
basis. 
We stay a.:..ive ti1rough local advertising and voluntary do-
;atio'.ls. DONOR SU3SCRIPTIONS are available at $1 (6 months), 
~~ (2 yrs.), and (life?). Please make checks out to: The 
Grap:,ic Offensive and send everything(money, love, comments, ,cri ti-
cis~s ,news stories etc.) to P.O.BOX 4~~5, San Jose, Ca. . 
_o - can also drop our new office ( to ope:1 JULY l) at 255 E. 
Willia!Yi St. in the 'oasemerct. (Carner or' 6t11 } ~"1illiam) 
PEOPLE TI:rs TIME: MIZE, BUD, SUE, RENE, 3ARBARil, JIM, JAN, 
i\lW MARK 
CHICANO PROGRAM, FACULTY 
U N DER FI RE AT SJ. S ;;:~~if ff:~E::~~:r~;~:r:fii~fi~r!f :s;!~l-• · attacks on the newly c:eated ~lack Studies Department there, appointed his own com-
IN AN UNPRECEDENTED and outrageous- . Graduate Department of Social Work to his mittee to investigate "charges" against 
ly racist move, San Jose State College office, and informed him that if he didn't the Social Work Department. It has never 
has in one week fired two outstanding submit his resignat·ion by 5 PM that after- yet bee'1 revealed what these charges were 
Chicano professors, dismissed the direc- noon, his position as director would be or who supposedly brought them. The com-
tor of the Chicano-oriented Graduate terminated at the end of the academic mittee was created exclusively for the oc-
School of Social Work, placing the entire year. 'Bunzel also said that he was fir- casion, despite the fact the two other 
pr-ogram in 'jeopardy, and deni.ed tenure to ing two of the program, s hardest-working committees were already preparing evalua-
a highly qualified and popular Chicana professors, Salvador Alvarez and Mateo tions of the MSW program. One was being 
who taught repared by Mr. Ray Valle of Los Angeles, 
Spanish in Commis-
the For-
eign Lan-
guage De-
partment. 
Paul 
Sanchez, 
Mateo Ca-
marillo 
• and Salva-
dor Alva-
rez were 
regarded 
as leaders 
of the 
Masters of. 
Social 
Work :Pro-
gram, the 
PAUL SANCHEZ 
only school in the country designed to 
train professional social workers to 
serve the specific needs of the Spanish-
speaking communities. 
Lila Gonzalez de Garfinkel.has 
been a faculty member at San Jose State 
for the last five years,earned her doc~ 
torate from Stanford University, was in-
strumental in founding three academic 
programs in t'.~e language department and 
authored a textbook to be published this 
summer. 
The moves, all totally unexpected, 
were kept secret until two days before 
the end of the school semester, obviously 
to .head off the massive student protests 
that would have arisen around the cases. 
The firings are part of a well-
established pattern of racism on the part 
of San Jose State president John Bunzel. 
ON MAY JO, college President Bunzel 
summoned Paul Sanchez, Director of the 
SALVADOR ALVAREZ 
Camarillo. 
MATEO CAMARILLO 
Bunzel, who likes to be seen in the 
public eye as a McGovern-style liberal, . 
obviously couldn't take· the activist na-
ture of the MSW program. -The program, 
which aims to fill the acute shortage of 
Spanish-speaking social workers, took a 
decidedly non-traditional approach in the 
training of its students. 
~ther than placing the students with 
the existing state agencies, the Department 
sent them out for field work with community 
organi~a tions like Welfare Rights, the 
Community Alert Patrol, the Confederacion 
de la Raza Unida, Los Pintos, etc.,--
people who have the direct need for social 
servi0es. 
Many of the Department's.teachers 
were "barrio profes.sors"--people who had 
never obtained a college degree, but who. 
had dedicated their lives to involvement 
with and service to the Chicano community. 
Students and community representatives 
were involved with decision making within 
the program at all levels. 
....... ,......,.,,r,,-,.~~-..-.~--. ..... ----..-.--
sioner 
of the 
council 
that ac-
redits 
all 
schools 
of So-
cial 
Work in 
the 
country. 
Theo-
ther 
was a LILA GARFINKEL group 
of Chicano educators in the social work 
field, appointed by Bunzel himself! 
Not surprisingly, all of tlie members 
of Bunzel's especially appointed committee 
(Dean James Brown, Dr. George Ealverson, 
and Theodore Benedict) are members of Bun-
zel's own administration, none are trained 
in any-way in social work, and none are 
even remotely related to the Chicano com-
munity.~ . bunzel now has the power to appoint 
his own director for the MSW program and 
to fill the two vacant positions with men 
of his own choice. 
SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES surround the 
case of Lila Garfinkel, a highly qualified 
Chicana who had been assured by Vice Pres. 
Burns that if she obtained her doctorate, 
she would be given tenure. 
Yet despite her recently-earned 
PhD from Stanford, .the Foreign Language 
Department.recommended against her tenure, 
citing vague and undocumented reasons, 
among them her appearance. 
"I dress·in Mexican blouses and 
wear my hair in braids. My face is brown 
and Indian looking, and I am called arro-
gant by my colleagues," she stated. 
Ms. Garfinkel has always been out-
spoken and controversial,. and has been 
actively involved in work with students. 
She is one of the most popular professors 
at State. 
WHEN CONCERNED STUDENTS from many 
different groups tried to picket the ce-
remonies, they were threatened with ar-
rest for trying to enter the stadium 
with posters, banners, or even leaflets 
to inform people what had happened. Of-
ficers finally admitted that these extra-
ordinary rules, wb-tgp. never existed be-
fore, were direct from the President, , · 
a featured speaker at the ceremony, just 
for the occasion. 
SAN JOSE STATE'S Comit( de Atzlan 
is presently handling the cases of the 
fired profes.sors. They have the support 
of organized labor groups, the social 
worker's union, and many other community 
groups. But only massive community sup-
port will guarantee that their struggle 
will succeed. Please write letters to 
Pres. Bunzel asking him to reinstate Paul 
Sanchez as Dean of the 11SW program, to 
rescind his decisions concerning Mateo 
Camarillo and Salvador Alvarez, and to 
grant tenure to Lj la Garfinkel. If you 
would like to get involved }ore actively 
in the case, call the Comite at the 
Teaching and Learning Center, 259-9333, 
or at 277-2141 after June JO. 
FOOD PRICES SURGE. CORPORATE 
PROFITS AT ALL-TIME HIGH 
It seems that those who claimed that Nixon.' s New Economic 
Policies were actually designed to keep money from working people 
and give it instead to the rich were right. The La:bor Department 
reports that supermarket prices, especially for meat, will go up 
considerably this month. At the same time, corporate profits 
have surged by $5.6 billion to a record annual rate of $91.6 bil-
lion for the first quarter of this year. 
The average workingman's weekly salary was down by 35 cents 
for May. Wholesale food prices rose l.J percent. The wholesale 
price index, covering all items, has risen 5.2 percent for the 
six moriths since the freeze, although the rate was only 4.7 
percent for the six months before the freeze. 
Although Nixon told the people that his policies would 
keep wages, prices, and profits in line, the fact is that people's 
salaries are worth less, prices are going up, and corporations 
are makirig more money than ever before. 
tJ{IXON W ENDpR8~ {;R,?18S? 
According to newsman Pat Micnaels, in a copyrighted story 
for Capitol News Service, Pres. Nixon plans to come out in favor 
of the decriminalization of marijuana shortly before the November 
election. 
Michaels says that Nixon was persuaded to change his 
position by Senator Barry Goldwater and Dr. Bertram Brown, direc-
tor of the National Institute of Mental Health. 
He hopes to win support from the 25 million voters between 
the ages of 18 and 25. 
creriarits 01l, '7Jie <Move 
Berkeley tenants came a step closer to control over their 
community in Tuesday's election with the passage of the Rent 
Control Charter Amendment. 
The act provided for all Berkeley rents to be rolled back 
to the August 15, 1971 level and for establishment of a five-
member board to preside over rent increases, evictions, and 
other tenant-landlord hassles. 
Landlords spent over $40,000 to defeat the amendment. They 
put out three city-wide mailings, bought newspaper and radio ads, 
paid people $20 a day to distribute their literature, and hired 
a public relations firm to design their material. 
They also tried to scare people with lies about how rent 
control meant higher taxes, saying that the rent control program 
in Cambridge had cost over $JOO,OOO to administrate, and how many 
older buildings might be torn down. (TV station KQED discovered 
that the Cambridge program in fact cost $115,000 this year.) 
The Fair Rent Committee had only $2000 to spend, as well as 
a news blackout by the Berkeley Gazette and the San Francisco 
! 
GOES IMPERIALIST 
(UPS) Rolling Stone magazine, which long ago deserted the 
people in favor of money, 'has just formed a franchise and commer-
cialization department to create new Rolling Stone products. 
One of their first ventures is a student marketing service, 
offering manufacturers the means to get their product to the 
profitable youth sector. For this, they are hiring young hips 
to travel around the country set.ting up representatives who will 
push and hype various products on campus. 
Another venture is a Rolling Stone ad agency, which promises 
to sell prnducts to the hip young crowd. One of their first 
clients is Crunchy Granola, a conservative company just awakening 
to the deill9.nd for their product. One of their plans is to drop 
thousands of tiny sample bags from helicopters at rock festivals. 
Rolling Stone is negotiating to buy a camping goods manu-
facturer. They want to market Rolling Stone backpacks, hats, 
canteens, etc. 
Already scheduled is a syndicated Rolling Stone radio pro-
gram, with taped rock star interviews done by Rolling Stone 
writers. This will gradually be expanded im,o a radio network. 
They are already. selling Rolling Stone co':'erage of the Miami 
conventions to radio stations. 
Some other plans: 
Chronicle to contend with. They retaliated by leafletting the 
Co~ops heavily, and mailing to sele~ted parts of the community. 
Additionally, they had enough volunteers to take rent control 
rmterial around door-to-door, something the realtors could not 
do. 
The power of the people has won a rea 1 
sion they experience in their everyday life: 
BLACKS MARCH IN 
victory 
rip-off 
S.F 
over oppres-· 
landlords. 
On May 27th, 5000 Black people met at Raymond Kimble Park 
in San Francisco to join thousands of Blacks across the country 
in support of African liberation struggles and in opposition to 
U.S. financial holdings in the_racist countries of Portugal and 
South Africa. They demonstrated against IBM, Polaroid, Interna-
tional Harvester, Colgate, Kodak, GM, and the Bank of America and 
vowed to continue demonstrations against these companies until they 
relinquish their economic investments in South Africa. 
-This was only one of many recent actions by Blacks in the 
U.S. against U.S. companies that exploit Africans. In Burnside, 
Louisiana, Black longshoremen refused to unload chromium_ore off 
a ship from Rhodesia. Local 10 of the ILWU endorsed African 
Liberation Day and voted not to unload or load any products 
going.into or from South Africa. Polaroid workers in Boston 
forced Polaroid to stop sales of their identification system to 
the_racist South African government, a small minority of whites 
who deny thousands of blacks the most basic human rights. The 
union received money from the company for the Black community, and 
sent money to the African freedom fighters. 
WHILE IN JOLTTH <:.fiFRICA 
. l:loth black and white. stuciants in South Arnca are 11,1der",d-
king intense and massive protests against apartheid--tLeir country's 
policy of total racial discrimination. 
Abraham Tiro, the president of an all-bla.~k college's stu-
dent council, stunned observers during his speech at the gradua-
tion ceremonies by attacking apartheid. 2e was expelled on the 
spot. The col_lege's entire student body then staged a sit-down 
protest. All 1,120 were expelled on the spot. 
In the following days, black and white studer.ts sta§'ed 
massive demonstrations tha' were fired on by police with bullets. 
Unintimidated, students kept returning to the streets. Riots 
were continuing despite the fact th&t the South A~"rican Premier 
had banned all demonstrations in the country. 
--Rolling Stone cosmetics: after shave, deodorant, male 
eye makeup, etc. 
--Rolling Stone labelled-clothes: velvet jackets, leather 
bell-bottoms, fake military uniforms, etc., to be produced witl:i 
cheap South ~orean labor; shoes and boots to be made in Argentina. 
--Rolling Stone macrobiotic foods: granola, soy beans, 
brown rice, wheat germ, apple juice, etc. 
-- A Rolling Stone record label: (possibly called Straight 
Arrow Records) to be distributed by Warner/Kinney, with artists 
built up in RS. 
--Rolling Stone dope accessories: roach clips, lighters, 
electric hash pipes, coke spoons, etc. 
--Rolling Stone nightclubs: keys to be sold alla Playboy 
Club. Rock music will be featured. The first :ne is projected 
for L.A. 
--Rolling Stone travel clubs, tours, travel agencies fea-
turing junkets to places where they eventually hope to build 
Rolling Stone hotels--Afghanistan, iforocco, Jamaica, Taos, Wood-
stock,etc. 
--Rolling Stone management consultants. Rent-a-freak ser-
vice for companies who want to relate to freak consumers. 
--Rolling Stone hi-fi components, tape decks, FM tuners, 
TV sets, etc. 
--Rolling Stone brand Japanese-made musical instruments: 
guitars, amplifiers, kazoos, harmonicas ..• 
There have also been preliminary talks with a prominent 
West Coast bank about Rolling Stone credit cards. 
They are also trying to buy a baseball team. 
As they say on the masthead, ''We believe in the cosmic 
dollar." 
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Last month on May 18, a San Jose plainclothes 
policeman, Pat Dwyer, led a physical assault with the 
aid of Campus Security on San Jose State students pro-
testing Nixon's latest war escalations. The students, 
who had earlier taken part in a downtown peace parade 
organized by the Professors Against the War, a liberal 
group of campus +,eachers, had set up a symbolic "mine 
blockade" on campus when the police attack occurred. 
Chosen as the site for the blockade was McQuarrie 
Hall, a building which houses military training (ROTC) 
and police science programs. Mock mines in the form of 
large balloons had been strung aroTu~d the building and 
a group of protesting student& had formed a human bloc.-
kade in front of two of the main e, ~ranees. People who 
really wanted to enter the building were advised by demonstrators 
to use another side entrance about thirty yards away. 
Nevertheless a few police science majors and plainclothesman 
Pat Dwyer wanted to prove their "manhood" by physically attacking 
the symbolic blockade. Before the attack occurred Dwyer, who did 
in fact identify himself as a San Jose police officer to a radio-
news reporter,was seen talking (conspiring?) to Campus Security. 
One Campus Security man, Pomeroy, actually told the same news re-
porter that he had prior knowledge of the impending attack. Accor-
ding to bystanders, including a contingent of McGovern campaign-
workers and a S.J.Mercury photographer, what followed was a clear 
and unprovoked police attack on the demonstrators, initiated by 
Dwyer, 
Other factors also point in the direction of a premeditated 
police attack. Whjle Dwyer was getting ready to lead the assault 
at the west side entrance, a police science student on the opposing 
east side entrance was loudly arguing with demonstrators drawing 
most of the attention and onlookers to that side of the building. 
It was during this time that the attack occurred at the west en-
trance. When the attack began the same arguing police science stu-
dent ran to the other entrance and was seen assaulting and wrest-
ling a woman demonstrator to the ground. · 
Plainclothesman Dwyer first atta,cked student Robert Krieger 
yelling" I'm going in this building and you aren't MAN enough to 
stop me!" Campus Security followed his charge and beat several 
students to the ground. One student caught between the door, Chris 
foeber, was jumped by police and subsequently handcuffed. Another 
demonstrator, theology student Mark Neer, was also attacked by 
ThNYer (see photo) and was arrested along with Robert Krieger and 
Chris Koeber. All three were then taken downtown for booking. 
The first charges on the three included felonious assault on 
a "peace" officer and resisting arrest. These obviously absurd 
charges were soon dropped to misdemeanors of disturbing the peace 
and resisting arrest. 
After this blatant police provocation students drew up the 
following demands directed at SJS President John 3unzel: (l)That 
all the charges leveled at the three students be dropped immediate-
ly, (2)That no San Jose City police, especially plainclothes police 
be allowed to operate on the campus ai;id (3) That a total phaseout 
program of military training on the campus begin with the rescin-
ding of credit for ROTC. 
When students tried to present these d.emands to Bunzel he 
was, as usual. nowhere to be found on campus. Instead the students 
had to deal with Executive Vice-Pres.Burton Brazil who as ex-Colo-
nel of Military Intelligence doubles as head of campus "counter-
insurgency". Brazil claimed that he could not talk about the case 
until he had r8ad and studied the report of Campus Security. He 
did tell the delegation of students that the campus was no sanctu-
ary from the police and that police violence was sometimes "neces-
sary". When asked if he thought that the military violence ordered 
by the U.S. Government in Vietnam was "necessary" he declined com-
ment. He also claimed that ROTC military training programs were in 
no way related to the war. Brazil then informed students that he 
would have the complete Campus Security report on his desk by 
May 2J. 
On Wednesday May 24 the student delegation returned to Brazil's 
_office. After a long wait, students were informed by his secre-
tary that Brazil was in an important conference witr, a delegation 
from the Brazilian government, including a Minister named Herrara. 
(San Jose State actuall;r has a history of dealing with fascist 
Latin American police states. It signed a $797,000 U.S.A.I.D. 
contract with the Dominican Republic in 1965 and a recent $208,000 
U.~.A.I.D. contract with Bolivia on Dec 1, 1971.) 
The students were then met by Mr. Brazil"s assistant who in-
formed students that Mr. Brazil was not complete}y satisfied with 
the official campus security report and asked students to leave. 
Today the fate of the three students arrested is still unde-
cided. ~heir court arraignment has been set for June 19. Report-
edly the campus administration has been offering several out of 
court "deals'' to these students. However at press time at least 
one of the students stated he was determined to fight his case 
"ail the way." Also one of the student's lawyers is considering 
a possible law suit against policeman Dwyer for his specific act-
ions on May 18. 
To anyone who witnessed or took part in the ROTC demonstra-
tion the case against the police and school administration seems 
very strong. However a "legal" railroad is not impossible. Already 
Robert Krieger faces added on charges of "battery against a peace 
officer" (Sec,242,24J). In the past this tact: c of adding on more 
serious charges has been employed by the District Attorney's Office 
Lo r'orce defeJ~c' ants into a "deal", 
It is essential that we support these brothers and all other 
brothers and sisters.who have become the victims of police repres-
sion because of their political stance. We must remember that an 
attack on one of us is an an attack upon us all. 
once that she planned, armep, and 
Angela Davis 1,ras acquitted of charges 
of murder, kidnap, and c0nspiracy by an 
all-white jury of middle-class Santa Clara 
County residents. Yet this should not be 
construed as a sign that the American ju-
dicial system is just and fair, but ra-
ther as a sign that justice can be achiev-
ed in spite of the judicial system. 
link" between Angela and the Marin County 
Courthouse shootout. 
conspired the Marin County incident. They 
also managed to insinuate, through supposed-
ly eyewitness testimony, that a "light-
skinned colored woman" seen with Jonathan 
Jackson, the 17-year-old high school stu-
dent who carried out the kidnap attempt, 
Angela Davis should never have been 
hunted down, arrested, jailed, or tried, 
as the actions of the jury (who were def-
inately not her peers) shows. A decision 
in the case was reached after only 13 
hours of deliberation. One juror told 
reporters that frJ:1e of the members of t':le 
jury panel had eve,1 discussed a guilty 
verdict during the deliberations. 
From the very start, we considered 
it a very do1Jbtful case,'' juror Robert 
Seidel, wr:o is 70 and foe oldest member 
of the jury, said. '' It was all circum-
stantial and we just couldn't forge a 
Obviously, the state of California 
must have presented some very flimsy evi-
dence for the jury to be so convinced of 
Angela's innocence, The prosecution based 
its entire case on sexism and racism. 
During the eight weeks of testimony from 
95 prosecution witnesses, the only facts 
prosecutor Albert Harris Jr. managed to 
prove were that a kidnap attempt in a 
Marin County Courthouse in Aug of 1970 
was a failure, that many persons saw the 
escape attempt of the kidnappers end in a 
blaze of gunfire, that four persons were 
killed, and that one person was perman-
ently crippled. 
:owever, harris and his witnesses 
did manage to insinuate that Angela, a 
former UCLA philosophy instructor, a Com-
munist, and a Black, fell into .such 
depths of passion for a man she met only 
was Angela Davis. 
Because the state of California 
officjally "believed" these flimsy 
racist and sexist insinuations, Angela 
was forced to spent 16 months j_n. various 
jails to the severe impairment of her 
health and vision. Even more likely, 
the state and the Federal Government 
knew all along that they didn't have a 
case, but simply wanted to put Angela 
away for a few years, to hurt the Black 
movement by immobilizing its leaders, 
just as they did with Huey, Bobby, Eric-
ka, etc. 
After the acquittal, Angela stated, 
"I'm going to continue to fight, to give 
all I have to the struggle, to work to 
free all political prisoners." 
T.V. host David Frost spent $20,000 dollars to take 60 
famous people to Bermuda for a three hour lunch. The next day, 
he jetted off to Bangladesh to shoot a segment on starving 
refugees •.. 
Within 20 years, American oil companies will begin to re-
locate their bases of operations in international waters--to be 
totally free of the laws of any country (according to Carl A. 
Gerstacker, board chairman of Dow Chemical Cor oration. 
U.S.-Baeked Governnaent 
P · h. · B • --General Ouane Ratti kone, il former vs es eroan ~;;:;~um:~~~;;~:i!f:~liir~:};J~c 
the nation's largest factory producin~ 
heroin for American Gis. -' South Vietnamese President Thieu, former Vice President Ky, and Prime Mini-
ster Tran Van Khiem are splitting control 
and profit from their nation's illegal 
heroin and opium trade, a researcher told 
a Senate subcommittee June 3 (S.F. Chron-
icle, 6/4/72). 
Their organizations process and 
control the sale of heroin to American 
Gisin Vietnam, charged Alfred McCoy, a 
PhD candidate in Southeast Asian history 
at Yale University, who spent 18 months 
interviewing officials in the U.S., 
Europe, and Indochina. 
The South Vietnamese narcotics 
ring has links with Corsican gangsters, 
a Florida-based international crime syn-
dicate, and scores of high-ranking mili-
tary officers in South Vietnam, Laos, 
Cambodia and Thailand. 
American officials know about and 
even cooperate with the illicit drug ring, 
he said. 
The CIA's Air America planes and 
helicopters have been used for years to 
transport opium grown by the CIA-trained 
Meo tribesmen in Northern Laos. 
Since 1968 increased amounts of 
this Indochines~ heroin have been shipped 
to the United States. 
McCoy went on to say: 
--General \y 1 s sister travels once 
a month to Laos to arrange for the ship-
ment of packaged heroin to major cities 
in Cambodia. 
--The heroin is then transported 
to Saigon in aircraft from the South Viet-
namese Fifth Air Division. 
--Most of the opium traffic in north-
eastern Laos is controlled by Major Gener-
al Vang Pao, commander of the CIA-trained 
units of Meo tribesmen. 
--Some of President Thieu's stron-
gest supporters and highest officials 
within the South Vietnames army control 
the distribution and sale of heroin to 
Americctn soldiers fighting in Vietnam. 
America has spent some $100 billion 
dollars, nearly $2,380,000 every hour, caus-
ing an economic crisis here at home, death 
to 335,000 American servicemen and 895,000 
Vietnamese (60% of these children), to 
support this vicious, unpopular and corrupt 
government in South Vietnam that is making 
millions from selling heroin addiction to 
American soldiers. 
QBC3Q~ ~8~0V lJQG~O 8~Gl8WVQ0 r-.80 ~~ ~ . o~~~ repres~~!~gi~h;::t~t~1:;~:!s(:~~r:v!~:~c~o~~~~~r~~~~hr~_~!~i~:~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ tralists, and other opponents of the present regime are being 
· · · · held and tortued), Huyen hopes to win temporary political asylum 
(War Bulletin, 6/1/72) Both in the U.S. Under both U.S. and international laws, he must be 
the U.S. and Saigon governments granted asylum if he can prove that his life would be endangered 
are attempting to force Nguyen in his homeland. 
Tang Huyen, a Vietnamese student Huyen points out tLat if he wins his case, the U.S. will 
here at U, C. Berkeley, to return have legally recogr1ized tli.at political repression is carried out 
to South Vietnam, where he will by the South Vietnam,3se government it created and supports. 3e-
face almost certain imprisonment, yond t1--,e politi~al implications of this step, Huyen says it would 
torture, and possible death at the encourage many more Vietnamese students in the U.t3. to speak out 
,iands of the Thieu government. against the war, since they would have less reason to fear ret,a-
Euyen has been speaking publicly liation from the Thieu regime. 
against the war in the L),ay Area for Huyen, who is attending school in the U.S. on an A.I.D. 
two years. He spoke at the demon- (Agency for International Development) scholarship, coritinually 
strati-on at the Old Federal Build- emphasizes that "the 7 Point Peace Proposal (of the Prov:isj ,nal 
ing in S.F., at April 22, and at- Revolutionary G0yernment of South Vietnarr) reflects the desires 
tended the Vietnamese students' of the overwhelming majority of the Vietnamese people." 
program at San Jose State in May. "The PRG, along with many political and religious groups in 
An official of the South Saigon, advocate a ,,0:;l ",~iongovernment comprised of all po~itical 
Vietnamese consulate ir, San Fran- elements in the South, including sectors of the Saigon regime 
cisco told him last July, "Mr. that are not directly controlled by Thieu. That C:-Jali · or, go-
Huyen, to this day we have been vernment will organize free and fair elections so that v1e our-
lenient and have not reported your selves in the south can i;letermine what we want. 11 
activities to Saigon, -but if you NpyenTangHuyen, Vietnam- A National Cammi ttee to Defend the Rights of South \/ietnam-
don' t sto P causing trourJle, we will student facing deportation to Saigon. ese Students has been formed, with Ron Dellums, Noam Chomsky, 
and the Saigon police will take Anthony Russo, and Jane Fonda among its sponsors. To donate money 
care ot you when yo1J go home·" President T'"'.ieu of South Vietnam for the le:<al defense of Huyen and other Vietnamese students, mail 
has publicly stated :,is intentior: to "':Jeat to death" anyone favor- to Box 4400, Berkeley,, CaLf., 94704. 
in "immediate eace" (New York Times, 7/"'...6/70). 
PIG 7 POINT PEACE PROPOSAL 
Responding to the Vietnamese peo-
ple's aspirations for peace and national 
independence, considering the American 
and world peoples' desire for peace, 
showing its goodwill to make the Paris 
Conference on Viet Nam progress, basing 
itself on the 10-point over-all solution, 
and following up the September 17, 1970 
eight-point and the December 10, 1970 
three-point statements, the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government of the Republic 
of South Viet Nam declares the following: 
1 - REGARDING THE TERMINAL DATE FOR THE 
TOTAL WITHDRAWAL OF U.S. FORCES. 
The U.S. Government must end its.-
war of aggression in Viet Nam, stop the 
policy of "Vietnamization" of the war, 
withdraw from South Viet Nam all troops, 
military personnel, weapons, and war ma-
teriels of the United States and of the 
foreign countries in the U.S. camp, and 
dismantle all U.S. bases in South Viet 
Nam, without posing any conditions what-
soever. 
The U.S. vovernment must set a 
terminal date for the withdrawal from 
South -viet Nam of the totality of U.S. 
forces and those of the other foreign 
countries in the U.S. camp. 
If the U.S. Government sets a ter-
minal date for the withdrawal from South 
Vie·Nam in 1971 of the totality of U.S. 
forces and those of the other foreign 
countries in the U.S. camp, the parties 
will at the same time agree or. the moda-
lities of 
a) the withdrawal in safety from 
South Viet Nam of the totality of U.S. 
forces and those of the other foreign 
countries in the U.S. camp; 
b) the release of the totality of 
mili tarymen of all partier. and of the ci-
vilians captured during the war (including 
American pilots captured in North Viet Nam) 
so that they may all rapidly return tG 
their homes. 
These two operations will begin on 
the same date and will end on the same date. 
A cease-fire will be observed be-
tween the South Viet Nam People's Liber-
ation Armed Forces and the armed forces of 
the United States and of the other foreign 
countries in the U.S. camp as soon as the 
parties reach agreement on the withdrawal 
from South Vietnam of the totality of U.S. 
forces and those of the other foreign 
countries in the U.S. camp. 
2 - REGARDING THE QUESTION OF POWER IN 
SOUTH VIETNAM. 
The U.S. Government must really res-
pect the South Viet Nam people I s right to 
self-determination, put an end to its in-
terference in the internal affairs of 
South Viet Nam, cAase to support t.h8 belli-
cose group headed by Nguyen 'Jan Thieu now 
in office is Saigon, and stop all maneuvers 
including tricks on elections, aimr,d at 
maintaining the puppet Nguyen Van Thieu. 
By various means, the political, so-
cial and r.eli<fions forces in Sou th Viet 
Nam aspiring to peace and national concord 
will form in Saigon a new administration 
favoring peace, inrtependeLce, neutrality 
and democracy. The Provis.ional Revolution-
ary Government of the Republic of South 
Viet Nam will immediately enter into talks' 
with that administration in order to set-
tle the following questions: 
a) to form a broad three-segment go-
vernment of national concorc that will 
assume its functions during the period be-
tween the restorat:i.on of peace and the 
holding of general elections and that. will 
organize general elections in South Viet 
l\am. 
A cease-fjre will be obser7ed between 
the South ~:et Nam People's Liberation 
Armed Forces and the armed forces of the 
Saigon administrat.i0n as soon as a govern-
ment of national conc'.Jrd is formed. 
b) to take concrete measures with 
the necessary guarantees to prohibit a]l 
acts of terror, reprisal and discrimination 
{From Up Against the Bulkhead, Nov. 1971 and May 1972) 
Early last September thirteen brothers aboard the U.S.S. Coral 
Sea started a Stop Our Ship (SOS) movement on board their aircraft 
carrier. 
There had already been refusals to work, acts of sabotage like 
chicken bones in the intakes of planes, and dozens of other indiv-
idual actions against the war and the Navy on the Coral Sea. So 
when 9 sailors from the U.S.S. Constellation took sanctuary in a 
church after a huge anti-war vote in San Diego, sailors and Marin-
es on the Coral Sea were ready to start their own movement to 
Stop the Ship. 
Several guys drew up a petition to Congress, asking them to 
keep the ship from sailing to Vietnam. Within a day they had ov-
er 200 signatures. Harassment from lifers increased but the move-
ment kept growing, Out of 160 Marines in the Air Squadron, for 
instance, 80 signed the petition. When the ship returned from sea 
trials in early October, there were over 1,000 names on the peti-
tion. On November 6, a contingent from the Coral Sea led the annual 
anti-war march. At the rally, spokesmen for the crew appealed 
for civilian support. 
Two days after the march, more than 2,000 people gathered 
before dawn at Alameda's main gate for one of the most spirited 
gatherings in the Bay Area in along time. Several thousand men 
from three carriers--the Hancock and the Midway recently back from 
Vietnam--passed through lines of cheering civilians as leave ended 
near 9 am. 
When the Coral Sea sailed on Nov. 12, many of the SOS broth-
ers did not. The Navy said that only JO didn't show, but SOS 
sources aboard ship put the number as high as 300. 
The day after the Coral Sea docked in Pearl Harbor,Jane Fonda, 
Donald Sutherland, and other entertainers performed the FTA,Fuck 
the Army) Show. Approximately 4500 active duty GI's attended. 
From Hawaii to Subic Bay, Philippines, SOS meetings were held 
in various places around the ship. The FTA show planned to meet 
the ship again in Subic Bay and scheduled their shows to match 
the arrival date. Capt. Harris found out about it and took extra 
ALIVE Aff ELL 
days in transit time in order to miss the show. The SOS brothers 
considered it a victory that a US warship had to reschedule be-
cause of them. 
A letter from a brother on the ship said: "The Chief Master 
at-arms of the Ship made all the men E-J and below wait for an 
h~ur or so before letting them off the ship the first day in port. 
Flllally, he decided to let them off, but first he told them all 
~o fall into ranks for a haircut inspection •. This really blew 
it so a few voices in the back of the crowd of JOOO shouted 'Walk 
over him,' and they did. The whole bunch rushed the gangpl;nk 
and pushed him off to the side. This ended the haircut inspec-
tion." 
During this time various reporters came aboard the Coral Sea 
The first to come were Iver Peterson and Nancy Moran from the • 
New York Times. The brass escorted them around the ship and let 
them talk only to the pro-war officers and lifers. The SOS 
brothers had to practically hijack them to talk to them about 
the SOS movement. 
They arranged a meeting for the next day. The Brass was 
going crazy because this just wasn't what they had in mind for 
the reporters. 
One brother wrote from the ship, "Next day at eleven, about 
a hundred anti-war sailors and Marines overwhelmed the fantail 
passageway by the ASE shop, the prescribedmeetine place. The 
crowd was beautiful; head~ands, POW stencils on their T-shirts, 
peace symbols, clenched fists! WOW~ I didn't even know half the 
~rothers there, What a gr':pevine ! Chicanos, Blacks (though not 
in large numbers) and straights. The group was militant and act-
ed quickly when suggestions were made, or songs started to be 
sung." 
Sailors later reported that the songs could be heard from one 
end of the ship to the other. 
Se~retary of the Navy John' Chaffee also came aboard the Coral 
Sea during the.first lin~ period. The brothers drew up alist of 
demands and grievances, llltercepted his tour and presented him 
with the list. It demanded: ' 
1, Immediate withdrawal of all U.S. troops from Southeast 
Aais, 
;,,., 2. Accep~ance of the Seven Point Peace Proposal of the PRG 
~, order to gain release of American POW's. 
3, •Release of all political prisoners in the U.S.A., 
4. An end to the draft and amnesty for all Americans who 
were forced to leave the U.S. because of their beliefs. 
Today the Coral Sea is off the coast of Vietnam, along with 
5 other aircraft carriers, charged with the day-to-day job of 
reigning death and destruction on the Vietnamese people. The 
SOS movement has virtually crippled the efficiency of the ship. 
~tone point on the line, as few as 37% of the planes were flying. 
The usual maintenance rate is 7ofo. 
One brother writes: "If all of us can get together enough 
we're going to try to have a day of memorial in respect to all 
the people killed in Vietnam, reds included. We're planning to 
go as far as to go up on the Flight Deck before flight operations 
and stand and stop any aircraft from taking off. In my squadron 
all the planes are downed due to engine trouble. Two A7Es blew, 
11.p on the Ki tty-Hawk and no one knows why yet. Far out." 
against persons having collaborated with 
one or the other party; to ensure every 
.,:lemocra tic liberty to the South Viet Nam 
people; to release all persons jailed for 
political reasons; to dissolve all concen-
tration camps and to liquidate all forms 
ful means, on the basis of discussion and 
agreements between the two zones, without 
constraint and annexation from either 
party, and without foreign interference. 
Pending the re-unification of the 
country, the North and the South zones 
will re-establish normal relations, guar-
antee free movement, free correspondence, 
free choice of residence, and establish 
economic and cultural relations on the 
principle of mutual interests and mutual 
assistance. 
relation with all countries regardless of 
their political and social system, in 
accordance with the five principles of 
peaceful coexistence, maintain economic 
and cultural relations w\th all countries, 
accept the cooperation of foreign coun-
tries jn the development of the resources 
of South Viet Nam, accept the economic 
and technical aid of any country without 
any political conditions attached, and 
participate in regional plans for economic 
cooperation. 
of constraint and coercio1, so as to permit 
the people to return to their native places 
in complete freedom and to engage freely in 
their occupations. ' 
c) to see that the people's conditions 
of living are stabilized and gradu~lly im-
proved, to create conditions ·allowing every-
one to contribute his talents and efforts to 
heal the war wounds and rebuild the country. 
d) to agree on measures to be taken to 
ensure the holding of genuinely free, demo-
cratic, and fair general elections in 
South Viet Nam. 
J - REGARDING TEE QUESTION OF VIETNAMESE 
ARMED FORCES IN SOUTH VIET NAM. 
The Vietnamese parties will together 
settle the question of Vietnamese armed 
forces in South Viet Nam in a spirit of 
national concord, equality, and mutual 
respect, without foreign interference, 
in accordance with the post-war situation 
and with a view to lightening the people's 
contributions. 
4 - REGARDING T'-IE PEACEFUL RE-UNIFICATION 
OF VIET NAM AIW T'-:E RELATIONS 3EThTEEN 
TEE NORT:: AND T: E SOUT:-'. ZOt;ES. 
a) The rA-unification of Viet Nam 
will be achieved step by step, b:y peace-
All questions concerning the two 
zones will be settled by qualified re-
presentatives of the Vietnamese people 
in the two zones on the basis of negotia-
tions, without foreign interference. 
b) In keeping with the provisions 
of the 1954 Geneva Agreements on Viet 
Nam, during the present tewporary parti-
tion of the country into two zones, 
the North and the South zones of Vjet ifam 
will refrain from joining any military 
alliance with any foreign countries, from 
allowing any foreign country to maintain 
military bases, troops, and military per.-
sonnel on their soil, and from recognizing 
the protection of any country or of any 
military alliance or bloc. 
REC,ARDING Tr,E FOREIGN POLICY OF PEACE 
AND NEUTRALITY OF SOUTE VIET NAM. 
South Viet l1Jam will pursue a foreign 
policy of peace and neutrality, establish 
On the basis of these principles, 
after the end of the war South Viet. Nam 
and the United States will establish re-
lations in the political, economic, and 
cultural fields. 
6 - REGARDING THE DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE 
UNITED STATES TO THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE 
IN THE TWO ZONES. 
The U.S. uovernment must bear full 
responsibility for the losses and the 
destruction it has caused to the Vietnam-
ese people in the two zones. 
7 - REGARDING THE RESPECT Al\D THE INTER-
NATIONAL GUARANTEE OF THE ACCORDS TO 
BE CONCLUDED. 
The parties will reach agreement on 
the forms of respect and international 
guarant<0 e of the accords that will be 
concluded. 
MECHANICS CO OP does excellent work on a 
variety of c;rs, but could still use a 
garage. Call any of the mechanics if you 
know of one. Call Bob at 297-8598 for 
Volvo, VW, Toyota, or Datsun work;Mark at 
289-9936 for American cars or motorcycles; 
Tim at 293-2771 after 5 P.M. for Am. cars 
~r trucks; Jean at 292-4764 for VW re-
pairs. 
S.J. SWITCHBOARD, 914 S. 1st St., 295-
2937 runs a 24 hour switchboard and drop-
in center.with referrals to all county 
agencies and help with anything else you 
need to know. Crash pads and counseling 
are also available. 
FREE YOUTH CLINIC is open Mon. and Thurs. 
nights from j .. 9 P.M., at 151 W. Mission 
St. in San Jose. Y~ny bealth services 
are available including birth control,VD, 
and pregnancy tests. The number is 297-
8161, 
RECYCLING CENTER, at 2940 S, Bascom Ave. 
and Leigh Ave. at City College will ac-
cept your old glass bottles and cans. 
COMMUNITY ALERT PATROL, 251-9109 cruises 
the community in radio cars watching out 
for police brutality and harassment, car-
rying cameras, tape recorders and witnes-
ses. Call them when the police arrive, 
and they'll be there within minutes. 
~N.SANTA CRUZ AVE.LOSGI\TOS 
BETTER THAN EVER 
PHONE LIST 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 702 E. Santa Clara, 
294-2442/294-6584, has birth control in-
formation and examinations and pregnancy 
counseling. Call 2-3 weeks in advance 
for an appointment, Maximum fee of $25, 
prices arranged an a sliding scale. Speak-
ers available on request, in addition to 
abortion and vasectomy counseling at 294-
3032, 
FAMILY PLANNING, 702 E. Santa clara, 292-
1826, has free birth control info. and 
examinations, pregnancy tests, and unplan-
ned pregnancy counseling for women who 
absolutely can't afford it, Don't abuse 
this service, save it for those women who 
need it. 
VD CLINIC, 151 W. Mission St. 297-1636, 
ext 276, ;ives free tests for gonorrhea 
or syphilis, with results in a few days. 
Open Mon.-Fri., 8:30-11:30 and 1-4:30. 
No appointment necessary. 
DRUG COMMUNICATIONS, INC., on 1st St., 
will ·aid you with your drug problems. 
275-9560 
THE SAN JOSE FREE UNIVERSITY CATALOGUE 
is in this month's issue of Red Eye,15¢· 
DRAFT COUNSELING ;s available from the 
Peace Center, 872 E. Santa Clara St., 
297-2299 
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD, 292-0174, and 
PEOPLE'S LEGAL DEFENSE, 289-9546, will 
help you with your legal problems. The 
Lawyers Guild is presented organizing 
classes for a People's Law School, to 
start sometime in July. 
RADICAL FILMS are being produced by the 
First Studio, 998-2076, at 48 E. San 
Antonio. Please contact Steve if you are 
interested in participating. 
EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE this summer will of-
fer classes in Underground Journalism, 
Pleasure Faire organization, Astrology, 
Creative Encounter, 2Jon-Comn1ercial Adver-
tising, Gourmet Vagetarian Cookery, Ace-
tylic Metalcraft, Belly Dancing, Aircraft 
Piloting techniques and others. Sign up 
in the A.S. Offices, 3rd Floor of the Col-
lege Union or at the Blind Pilot or call 
374-3881 for further information. 
FREE WANT ADS 
The staff of Sedition has decided to 
run a free urclassified ad section. Here's 
a chance to trade or give away items you 
don't need. 
Please limit ad copy to 25 words. 
We reserve the right to edit. 
Send your ad to 
The Graphic Offensive 
P.O. Box 4534 
San Jose 95126 
GARDEN OF ALLAH. If you are tired of 
being ripped off by the local Century 
theaters, then take a trip into the Garden 
of Allah Theater. The theater, recently 
opened at 43 E. St. James Street in San 
Jose, has a unique appearance both outside 
and inside. rou get a f~eling of walking 
back into the II good old. days." Films of-
fered will range from classics~uch as 
"Marcel Camus," "Black Orpheus," and, 
Fellini's "La Strada" to the original 
silents like "Phantom of the Opera" with 
Lon Chaney Sr., and ·"Seventh Eeaven":with 
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell. The 
thPater also plans evenings of experim-
ental filmmakers and is investigating the 
possibility of live performances by local 
artists. You can even suggest what shows 
you would like them to present at the door. 
The admission price is $1.75 General and 
$1.50 for students. 
CHATEAU LIBERTE, 22700 Old Santa Cruz Hwy. 
in the Santa Cruz !fountains will cont inu.e 
to feature local and well-known bands for 
various prices in a redwood setting thic: 
summer, as well as a free craft and pleas-
ure faire on the weekends, from 10 A.H. 
to nightfall. Artists can register at 
351-1206. 
Abortion Counseling •..•••. 294-3032 San Jose Box Office ••.... 246-1_60 
Asians for Shelter Saloon ••.. : •••.•• 295-9211 
Community Action .•••••...• 236-8005 Town and Country Lodge ••• 336-3820 
Commit tee for Open 1'1edia .• 298-1983 Underground Cinema •.••..• 297-3060 
Community Alert Patrol •.•• 251-9109 Warehouse •••••••..•••••.. 297-9654 
Consumer Affairs •.••••••.• 299-2105 Family Planning •....••.•.• 292-1826 
Drug Communications ••••••. 275-9560 Food Stamps .••..•.•.••...• 299-3482 
Ecology Switchboard .•••••. 295-3535 Free Youth Clinic ••.••••.• 297-8161 
Experimental College •••••• 374-}381 Humanist Society ...••.••.• 294-5017 
ENTERTAINMENT Humane Society ••.•••••.••• 296-0592 
KTAO •..•••••••••••.•.••..• 3 54-6622 
Los Gatos Peace Center •.•. 354-9307 
Los Gatos Switchboard •..•. 354-6149 
La Raza Unida ••.•..•..•..• 259-8651 
LEGAL AID 
A.C.L.U ••.••...•.•.•••.•. 293-2584 
National Lawyers Guild/ 
Peoples Law School .••... 292-0174 
People's Lagal Defense ••. 293-9546 
S.C.I.P. Legal Aid ..••... 287-2390 
Musicians' Switchboard .••. 275-6600 
NACLA •. · •. , • ....•....••..• 349-1414 
New Life Vlcations .••... ,.277-2000 
NOW ••.... , ...•.•. , .....•• ,241-2457 
Recycling Center ..•...... 287_q303 
Red Eye Media •........... 295-9509 
San Jose State •......•.•. 277-2000 
San Jose Switchhoard •.... 295-2937 
San Jose General Hospital292-3212 
Santa Clara 
General H~spital .•......• 293-0262 
SJS College Union •..•.... 277-3228 
Sedition .•......••....... 292-0174 
Socialist Revolution ••..• 621-7046 
Solidarity Office •......• 275-9535 
Suicide and Crisis 
Service •..•....•.••.•.•• 287-2424 
Tenants' Union •..•••••.•• 287-8827 
United Farm Workers ••..•• 292-4651 
VD Clinic •.••.....•..•... 297-1636 
Bodega •••••••.••• ; •.•...• 374-4000 Indian Center ••.•..•.•.... 292-51;41 
Chateau Liberte .••••••••. 353-1600 Iranian Students Assoc •••• 286-0880 
Fox Theater ••.••••••..•.• 293-7007 /297-3346 
Garden of Allah Theal ,r •. 292-3969 Irish Republican Club ••••• 993-2757 
Garll. c Factory .••• 29"-9"16 KOME ••.••..••..••••••••• , .275-6600 . . . . . . . ..) ..) 
Jose Theater ••.•••.•.•.•. 297-0253 KPFA. • • • · • ... , · · • • •• • • ·, • .981-7730 
Old Town Theater., .••... ,354-8415 KSAN. • ·,. •• .... • • · ·• • ·• ·• .986-6244 
Ricardo• s .•....••••..•••. 294-4009 _ KSJO. , ••• , ••......••.••..• 57 5-1500 
Operation Share .•...•... ,.294-3344. 
Pacific Studies Center.,.,322-4664 
Peace and Freedom Party •.. 292-0183 
/294-5133 
Planned Farenthood ..••.... 294-2442 
/294-6584 
Pregnancy 1est ....... , .... 297-1636 
Problem Pregnancy •..•..... 351-3913 
ext 276 
Welfare Rights .•........• 299-1121 
~omen's Center ••.......• 294-7265 
Vietnam Veterans Aga~nst 
the War ••....•...• ~ ..... /998-0367 
SAN JOSE· WOMEN'S CENTER 
The San Jose Women's Center will be 
open this summer on Monday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and·on 
Wednesday and Friday from.noon to 8 p.m. 
.Lie Center has a lot of current and in-
teresting literature and posters, a 
bulletin boa.rd with information about 
child care, rides, places to stay, and 
women who are interested in talking to 
you about whatever's on your mind. 
at 7:JO p.m. in the Center. We need 
ideas and suggestions for summer activi-
ties, so join us, 
set up. 
Continuing services include legal 
and psychological counseling for women 
and abortion counseling. Present activities for the summer 
include a rap night scheduled for.June To find out more .about us, to make 
appointments for any of the services or 
A general meeting, open to all women, 
is held every second Tuesday of the month 
12 ·at 7:JO p.m., Radicalesbians meetings 
c,ach \·fednesday at 7 p.m. and a men's rap 
night, Tuesday June 20 at 8 p.m. The 
next Women's Studies meeting will be held 
June 21 in the Center from 1 to J p.m. 
All women are invited to attend. Classes 
for the Fall semester have already been 
to start of join a small group (conscious-
raising), call the Women's Center at 294-
7265 for information. 
The Women's Center is located on 
L1e corner of 9th and San Carlos in the 
basement of Building Z. 
-- ilEN,\NiS lJNICN 
The San Jose Community Tenants' Union which was organized in 
March of 1972 will continue its activities throughout the summer. 
The Tenants• Union is an organization of people living in the com-
munity who recognize that their own exploitation by landlords as 
well as alienation can be overcome only as a result of direct 
action against those same forces that allow for War, Racism, 
Repression and Imperialism to exist. The Tenants' Union does not 
claim to solve all the problems of the world; however, it does 
view community control as the only way of placing in the hands of 
the people the power for ,;ecision making. 
In order for the community to further understand the aims 
of the Tenants' Union while it was developing, several street 
dances, free "feed-ins" and picnics were given during the Spring. 
One of the goals of the Tenants' Union has been to conduct 
a housing survey whereby multiple-dwelling-units in t:1e community 
were evaluated; this information will soon be published in the 
\[Jo\[Jofilo'wo 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War was organized in San Jose 
two months ago. Ground work for continuing programs is beginning. 
A drug and psychological program is in the process of being 
organized. A task force is meeting with people working on exist-
ing programs in this community to get different ideas about how 
viable programs work. This program will be to help vets who are 
strung out on dope and who have problems due to the oppression 
they experienced in the Armed Forces and since they have gotten 
out. Also this will be open to other people who were not in the 
services but have had to deal with the problems it brings about. 
A committee is also working arourid unemployment of Veterans. 
Most of us in this chapter are unemployed and are trying to deter-
mine the best way to deal with it. Tables have been set up in 
the mornings at the Unemployment Office in order to talk to vets. 
We arc trying to open doors to opportunities for vets through 
vet-contacts with HRD and OIC. 
Members of this chapter are working with the Billy Smith 
Defense Committee in this area, which includes VVAW representatives 
from other area chapters. This is to be a coordinating group on 
getting information out to the community about Billy Smith and 
actions around his case. 
A task force is also working on writing a packet to be dis-
tributed to men leaving from the bus station for their induction 
physicals. This will be a survival kit containing information 
"Tenants• Tower List" •. Also the second edition of Squatter's 
Unite (Tenant Newspaper) will be published this month. Some of 
the articles will feature more information on "preventative law" 
and the latest on Nixon's Rent Control program. 
Many tenants in the community have had the benefit of know-
ing that through the Tenants Union their rights as tenants are 
being upheld and that no longer do they have to accept landlord 
harassment such as illegal rent increases, non-refundi,.ble "secu-
rity deposits", retaliatory evictions, and deplorable living 
conditions. So far, the success of the Tenants Union can only 
be attributed to people living in the community who have given 
their time and assistance. Anyone interested in the Tenants Union 
or who needs advice in a hassle with their landlord can call James 
at 277-3201 or Bud at 287-8827; or come by our office at 255 E· 
Williams, San Jose. 
Remember: HOUSING IS FOR PEOPLE - NOT FOR PROFIT. 
0Q0~80[J 
about what to expect i'n the Army, legal rights, .how to resist and 
how to get out. This will enable the inductees to be more pre-
pared and aware of what they can do to stay out or oace they are 
in. 
Vets and those interested in the San Jose area should call 
998-0J67, The meetings are held weekly at ?:JO on Monday night 
at 600 South 5th Street, San Jose. 
IF You'RE THINKING OF Go1NG INro THE SERVICE 
DON'T DO IT!!! 
Check this out: your recruiter is a lia:t'. 
the service is worse than your worst fears. 
the only thing you'll have to live for while 
you're in will be the day you get out. 
DON'T DO IT!!! 
DON'T GO IN!!! 
Take it from us. We've been there. Before you 
us so we can tell you from our own experience 
SAN JOSE VIETNAM VETERANS 
AGAINST THE WAR 
993-0367 
office at 6th & Williams 
go in, contact 
what to expect. 
JOE M•CANN IIISH IEPUILICAN CLUB 
~he annual convention of the West · . · f ~h · 1· · 
. . . · . system of internment without trial, de- orces. ~ ere are many Arab po itical 
Coast support orgarnzations of tne Off~- nial of civil right h 1 1 ~ · prisoners in Israeli jails where torture 
· 1 I · · R · 1 . A , ld this s, w o esa_e e~onomic cia~ risr _epun ican rmy w~s ne - and social discrimination against the and death are not unknown. The speaker's 
past weekena (June 3 and 4) in Oak1.and, Repul'l-ican people a d t -. t' .. theory was that an attempt was being made 
1 . f · 1 1 b t d 1 t , ~ , n erroriza ion oc · . . . _ Ca i orma: Loca~ c~u s sen e ega es the ghetto dwellers still exists. The to capture individuals whose stature 
from San Diego, Los Angeles, San Jose, stories of an IRA " f' · . t would make a trade possible 
· d B k 1 _ease ire are Jus one · . Ha:i-ward, San Francisco, Oaklan - er e~ey, , more example of Engla d' , f t' _ A final matter of considerable im-
• d 'll 1 . f' · 11 n s us,. o ne me onoma, an Orovi e Ca icornia as ,,e dia as a propaganda weapoi" and the Ameri- portance was acted upon at the conference. 
as Vancouve: E.C •. Canada: The purposes can press' conscious participation in The women's caucus of the James Connolly 
of the meeting were to brrng the ~hapters this effort. T_he purpose of this move IRC moved that the first speaker of the 
u? to. da t: on thP prPsPnt stage Os o:ga- was to create divisions within the IRA autumn season should be a woman from the 
nJ.za ;ion in th~ West, to sta:t. pla~nrng and to decrease fundraising abi Uty Official IRA. The motion was unamimously 
for , uture actions and orgarnzing .. o pre- throughout the world. passed and Sean Kenney gave the delegates 
pare a West Coa~t p~si~ion to be pr~sent- On the ·second day of the meeting, a commitment that this would be done. 
ed to the upcoming National C~nvention the dPlegates were addressed by a member More than likely the speaker will be Ms. 
and to further educate the mem~ers on of Plaid Camni, the Welsn Sepa~atist Or- Marian De 8urka, joint general secretary 
the anti-imperialist struggle in Ireland ganization, The speaker informed those of Sinn Fein and a leader in many libera-
and elsewhere. present of not only what was going on in tion actions in Ireland. JVlarian is pre-
The meeting was attended by Mr. Wales but also of the Arab people's li- sently awaiting sentencing for a 1970 of-
Sean Kenney of Donegal, Ireland who beration movements. This person is es- fense of pouring of blood on an American 
briefed the delegates on recent events pecially qualified to speak as he has flag at the General Post Office in Dublin. 
in Eiren bot)· !forth and South. Sean been involved with the cause of Arab It is expected that she will do some months 
particu2.arly emphasized_that t~~ ~apital- _Freedom for JO years. In discussing the time for this act. 
ist press' stories about an Ofi icial recent violence in Tel Aviv airport, his If you are interested in information 
IRA's ceasefire were a lie. ·The posi- theory was that the Japanese revolution- concerning the struggle in Ireland please 
tion of the IRA toward thP apfense of aries were probably trying to secure im:- feel free to co .. tact the 
the people and retaliatory actions a- portant hostages within ttie airlines ter- J Mc I · h 
· 1· · oe re ann ris, Republican Club 
gainst agents of English imperia ism minal when the fire fight erupted net ween 43 So, 4th Street #4 San Jose 
rema ir:s unchanged. There can be no lay-- themselve:, and the Israeli security or call ';193-2757, ing down of arms as long as the present 
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THE FOOD CONSPIRACY 
About a year ago many residents in 
the San Jose area started food conspirac-
ies in order to avoid the "poison" sold 
as food by big market chains. Various 
neighborhoods began to cooperatively _buy 
good food at wholesale prices. 
Minnesota Ave. food conspiracy, for exam-
ple, you can get organic food, dairy pro-
ducts, nuts and grains. For more infor-
mation call Pat or Margie at 295-2422. 
Several other food conspiracies that 
operated during the winter last year have 
merged for the summer. Presently fruits 
and vegetables are being handled but if 
there is enough interest then the conspi-
acy will expand to include cheese, grains, 
nuts and dry-goods. Pick-up is on Tues. 
night. Anyone wanting more information 
should call Paul or Robin 292-6184. 
Besides buying food at a reduced price 
NINTH STREET FOOD INVOLVEMENT 
The Involvemerit is an organic splinter 
group from the Minnesota Ave. Foods. The 
conspiracy offers prices 20-50% below rip-
off food stores. You order your food a 
week in advance. Order and pick-up are 
made on Wednesdays after '7: OOp.m. this 
summer. A mountain contingent is also 
available. If you are interested drop by 
444 S. 14 St. S.J. 
SYLVIA DRIVE FOOD CONSPIRACY 
Dr. Edward Bjerk has organized a food con-
spiracy and obtains canned fruits and veg-
tables at wholesale prices. Orders must 
be called in before midnight of the last 
Wednesday of each month and pick-ups and 
payments on the following Sat. Call 
The way the food conspiracy works is 
that each person is responsible for help-
ing with the ordering, pick-up and distri-
bution of the food. Generally, most con-
spiracies meet once a week; at this time 
food for the following week is ordered a.nd 
paid for - usually about $4 or $5 of 
vegetables can be purchased for $1.50. 
However, most conspiracies do not limit 
themselves to vegetables only. At the 
the food conspiracy concept is one more 
step necessary in building a sense of 
community. 'Joy Mar 247-5694 or Edward 227-0606. 
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"Hippies", communes, collectives, poor 
whites, blacks, chicanes, unwed mothers 
on welfare, old people were all threat-
ened by the "unrelated household" clause 
in the food stamp law. The law, which 
was very discriminatory, was repealed 
recently by the Supreme Court. This 
action was the most recent defeat of the 
government in its attempt to use its 
tools of repression. Wage controls, 
anti-strike legislation, reactionary 
Supreme Court nominees, rolling back 
de-segregation, police violence, campus 
expulsions, conspiracy trials,welfare 
cutbacks, and FOOD STAMP CUTBACKS, are 
all part of the same process. 
Even though the "unrelated households" 
clause no longer applies, requirements 
have stiffened considerably, "Unre-
"We are most sensitive 
to the plight of needy persons. We must 
not, however, lose sight of the fact ,• 
that the primary responsibility of the 
Dept. of Agriculture .is to carry out 
the farm programs that benefit farmers.", 
Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft ' 
Benson, 1959, , 
lated households may still apply but 
are now treated as one unit, which 
means that their combined incomes and 
expenses are counted as one. Able-
bodied persons between the ages of 18-
65 must register with the Dept. of 
Human Resources and Development (does 
not apply to students or mothers with 
children under 18). Tax-dependency 
status must now be established, which 
means _that if your parents claimed you 
on their 1040 in '71 or '72, you are 
ineligible (entire households may be 
disqualified if one individual was 
claimed). 
The food stamp program is a failure in 
many ways. According to the Department 
of Agriculture, the minimum standard of 
decent nutrition costs about $128 a 
month for a family of four. Yet the of-
ficial food stamp allotment for a family 
of four is only $108. There are many 
families whose income from A.F.D.C., 
veteran's payments, unemployment comp-
ensation, part-time or low-paying jobs 
is so pitifully low, that many basic 
\/r/ 
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needs go unmet. Yet because they do 
have an income, the Dept. of Agriculture 
forces them to fork most of it over in 
exchange for the stamps ( many people 
pay $22 cash for $32 in stamps, $66 
cash for $88 in stamps or, $119 cash for 
$128 in stamps for a family of five). 
Despite the many negative aspects of 
the program, it still remains the only 
way many of us keep food in our stomachs. 
Thanks to the struggles of some of our 
brothers and sisters in the movement who 
defeated the "unrelated households" 
clause, the stamps are once again avai1-
_able to most of us. So here is a 
section of the law which, along with 
some of the other information in this 
article, should aid you in applying. 
So, keep on eating and remember; 
FOOD IS A RIGHT I ! 
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During the hot summer months when the temperature in the 
kitchen reaches the eighties the thought of standing over a hot 
stove may seem somewhat unpleasant. The best solution for this 
problem would be not to cook at all. Moria Hodgson, author of 
Quick and Easy Raw Food Cookbook, has some rather interesting 
recipes which do not require a stove. Pmybe you would like to 
try some of her nutritious and inexpensive ideas. 
Bone the fish and cut it into slices about 1t11 thick. Cover 
with lime and leave it to marinate overnight in a deep glass dish 
with cover. Remove from Juice. In a bowl combine onions, oil, 
vinegar, and seasonings. Pour over fish and serve. Serves 4. 
STUFFED TOMATOES 
4 large tomatoes 
1 cut bean sprouts I cup bamboo shoots 
2 cup cooked kidney beans 
1 tablespoon parsley 
FISH MARINATED IN LIME 1 teaspoon grated onion 
1t lbs. raw fish (any kind except cod or halibut) 
1 cup fresh lime juice 
kosher salt and black-pepper 
fresh chopped basil 
2 Bermuda onions, thinly sliced 
6-tablespoons olive oil 
3 tablespoons vinegar 
kosher salt, freshly ground white pepper 
Remove the inside of tomatoes and save for the next meal or 
snack. Combine other ingredients and seasonings. Stuff tomatoes 
with the mixture, garnish with fresh basil and serve. 
WATER BEDS 
35 South 4th 1528 W. San 
287-7030 Carlos 294~1455 
10 YEAR GUARANTEE 
EXCiUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF. 
AIR FRAME WATERBEDS 
JUST PUBLISHED! 
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by the Revolutionary Union 
PROLETARIA}T REVOI,UTION 
vs. 
REVOLUTIONARY ADVENTURISM 
The ma.jor documents 
from the strup:r.;le 8· split 
within the R.U. 
96 pp. $1 
Send to: R.U. 
Rox 291, 1230 Grant Ave. 
Sa_n Francisco, Cal. oL_i.133 
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The amount of repression which 
has always been present is now so 
open as to be shocking. Police 
brutality, for example, has been 
well documented from national to 
local levels. From the police 
riot in Chicago 1 68 to People's 
Park 1 69 and Kent State '70, the 
public has seen its National 
"Guard" in action. From the mur-
der of John Henry Smith to the 
shooting of two students in Al-
buquerque and the 2,500 demon-
strators arrested during the re-
cent reaction to Nixon's des-
perate moves in Vietnam, we have 
seen our local police in action. 
From the No-knock law to the 
ifuey P. Newton law ( forbidding 
courthouse demonstrations) 
our government becomes more and 
More overt in its repression. 
The following is some informa-
tion and advice on how to handle 
yourself on the street and in your 
car. Next issue, WA will deal 
with your home and try to clear 
up some of the mysticism surroun-
court procedures. 
Xuowing the facts and how to deal 
with the police won't necessarily 
keep you from getting busted, but 
jt 11".ay l<eep you fr0'11 panicking 
acd help get you through a tight 
situation in the best way possible 
IN YOUR CAR 
YOU'RE DRIVING DOWN THE 
STREET: 
1. Don't drive your car with headlights 
or taillights out, unless you are prepared to 
get hassled by the cops. If you've got dope 
in the car, have a warrant out on you for 
traffic tickets, or even if you drop litter 
outside your car, you- are inviting a bust. 
The cops can pull you over for a traffic 
violation, and then bust you for something 
else. If the pigs see a concealable weapon in 
your car, they can examine it to see if it is 
legal and unloaded. 
2. When a cop signals you to pull over, 
--
ON THE STREET · pull over to the right side of the road and supposed to search the car unless they bust 
stop. Turn off your tngine. Don't try to you, but be careful how you tell them. You 
outrace him unless you're absolutely posi- don't want to help open the trunk because 
tive you can do it. You may not be able to, they might do something illegal that won't When on the street and hassled by the 
which will go heavier on you. hold up in court. cops, the things you should know, the way 
3. If you have dope with you, don't 13. The cops are only supposed to search you act are similar to what happens when 
throw the dope out the window. The cops your car after they have said you are under you're hassled in your car. 
will be looking for that. Never leave dope arrest. But if they see dope or a weapon in REMEMBER: 
or roaches in the ashtray. Don't carry more the car, this gives them legal cause to in- I. Don't carry more dope than you can 
dope than you can eat. The best place to vestigate. eat· 
keep it is in your underwear or in your 14. If they say yes, you are und.er arrest, 2. Don't do anything that looks suspi-
s.hoe.Do not put dope in the glove compart- ask them, "What are the charges?" The cious. 
ment or under the seat, because those are cops are required to tell you the charges. 3. If the cops ask you, you are required 
the first places they will look. Remember if they do this or not. Don't to identify yourself. 
4. Furtive conduct is grounds for arrest, give them time to think up new charges, 4. If they ask you, account for your 
so don't act suspicious in any way, like although they may tack some on later. presence. 
obviously eating your dope as they are 15. If you are under arrest, the cops are 5; The pi~ can· legally pat.-you down for 
walking to your car. legally allowed to search your pockets, weapons. Unless they feel- an (diject that 
5. Get your driver's license and your car purse, knapsack, etc. coi.dd be a.weapori, they cannot.gg,tluo~gh 
registration ready, and get out of the car 16. The cops may tell you a brief thing yow: _pockets withou1 arresting y.ou, fiiist: Ir 
ready to hand the cop both items. If you about your right to remain silent, etc. They yo.u are carrying a rioncencealedJ weapon 
are driving, the cops can legally ask for may also try to get you to sign a paper the eops eaa check to see if it is.~ and 
your driver's license and your car registra- saying they informed you of your rights. unloaded. . 
tion, to prove that the car is not stolen, Never sign anything. You are not required 6. If they continue to ask questions, ask 
involved in a crime, etc. to, so say that you will not. ''Am I under arrest?" 
6. The cops will ~sk you for your ID. 17. Don't confess to anything. They 7. If they say no, but continue· tQ ask 
This is why you want to have it ready. might try to get information out of you by questions, say "/ have nothing to say· until 
They are legally allowed to make you scaring you, saying it will go easier on you I talk to my lawyer." 
identify yourself, and if you don't, they if you confess, saying your car was involved 8. If they say yes ask "What are the 
can bust you for refusal to do so. in a crime, anything to get you to talk. charges?" If you are not under arrest and 
7. The cops will also expect· you to Don't talk. Say simply, "I have nothing to they search you say, '1 do not consent to a 
account for your presence. Get your story say until I talk to my lawyer." Even if you search. " 
ready, even before your stopped. Everyone don't have a lawyer already, you are en- 9. If the pigs bust you, they will search 
should have the same story, like on the way · titled to a free public defender. you. 
to a party, just went to see some friends, or 18. Jf you can't escape, don't give the 10. Never sign anything. 
stopped for somethingto eat. cops cause to charge you with resisting 
8. Legally, the cops are allowed to pat arrest by trying to run. They'll probably lf. Never confess to anything. 
you down for weapons, even if you are not shoot you. They may charge you with re- 12. Don't try.:to run ~way unless you are 
under arrest. This means only the outside sisting arrest anyway, if they want to. absolutely positive you can escape .. 
of your clothing. Unless they feel an object 19. The pigs and undercover agents are 13: The pigs and undercover agents are 
~hich may be a weap~n, they_ cannot look, required to identify themselves when they required to identify themselves.· Remember 
mto your pockets, or mto a cigarette pack- bust you or ask for information. Remem- if they do this or not. . . 
age which couldn't hold weapons: ~emem- ber if they do this or not. 14. Remember everything that happens. 
ber, the best place to keep dope 1s m your 20. Remember everything that happens. Get Badge Numbers. 
underwear or in your shoe_. . Remember the sequence of events, remem-· 15. Act cool and don't wiseass. 
9. If the cops keep askmg you questions ber who said what and when and get The information in this article 
or start harrassing you, ask them, "Am I good look at the cops who bust~d you. Ge~ was obtained from a pamphlet 
under arrest?" their badge numbers. So you can warn your writ ten by the Bay Area Na tiona 1 
10. If they say .no, but continue to ask friends. T,.-.i.,.,ve,rs f:11ild. The pamphlet, 
you questions, say "I have nothing to say 21. Act cool, be cool, and don't wiseass. which contains further information 
until I talk to my lawyer" Even if you regarding court procedures and The pigs will react according to your atti- th 1 · d .,.,,, b don't have a lawyer, you are entitled to a O er e1ea 1. a v .i.e,e, may e pnr-
tude and the color of your skin, as well as cl·a s ~·l f'or 25" at 255 E wi· 1 free public defender. '' ,.~ ~ ,, · · -
l If 
"1 d what you did. lams St. S. J. 1. fuey~~~~M~~u,say o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
not consent to a search. " And get witnesses 
who hear you say that. 
12. Don't cooperate by opening the 
trunk of the car for the cops. You can tell 
the:"' that you know that they_ are not 
- -I 
I 
GOOD USED RECORDS Yz 
OPEN 10-9 Men-Sat 1-4 Sun. 
.. BUY BOOKS 7:30 - 9:00 M-W-F 
1:00-4:00 Sun. 
BUY RECORDS ANYTIME. Leave 
Books & records for appraisal 
ANYTIME! ! ! ! 
,. b 1100 t. S. 2ndf ST •1 ,. we uy an raae air y 
FLICKS EVERY WEEK 
UNDERGROUND 
AND S £.~Ejj.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-..:I 
THE 'OOJJ!l1m 
L I G H T "" THE ......... ST •• ,.,...., 
t0:30 A.M • 
To f:oo P. M.. 
MON. i'Ar.:J.,l t1'1, 
,Mt>5Tor-TI.IE; T\"4.t5 
ALSO B';l A?PT: 
294-0598 
... .. 
WHAT'S GOING ON 
Bodega 
Childhoods End 
In Your Ear 
Luis Gasca 
De Anza Planetarium 
"The Jupiter Pioneers" 
J & 8 PM 
Arts & Craft Fair 
FREE: 10 AM - Darkness 
Chateau Liberte 
Towne Theatre 
Winners and Highlights 
frorn The Monterey Film 
Festival 
Sat. Midnight 
Town & Country Lodge 
Sons of Champlin & 
Fletcher Bros, 
Chateau Liberte 
Oganookie 
Ricardo's 
Rainbo'W Hill 
United Farmworkers 
Meeting 9 AM 
237 N. 1st. 
Ho Chi Mihn Park 
Benefit for KPFA 
M:)11-
In Your Ear 
Luis Casca 
Bodega 
Gary Smith Blues Band 
TV: Movie, ~ Star'"k 
Channel 9 5 PM 
Chateau Liberte 
Arts & Craft Fair 
De Anza, Flint Center 
Jazz Bands 
Ho Chi Mihn Park 
Benefit for KPFA 
Arts & Crafts 
Shelter Saloon 
Open Mike, Acoustic music, 
Poetry, Skits 
Town & Country Lodge 
Benefit for Sundaze 
Ricardo's 
Childhood End 
Chateau Liberte 
Oganookie 
Berkeley Comrm .. nity Theatre 
Cheech & Chong and 
The Mahavislmu Orchestra 
Oakland Coliseum 
Jethro Tull ,,-
TV: Channel 9 8-9:JO PM 
The Black Composer 
9:30-12 (Movie) L'Avventura 
Irish ltepublican Club 
Meeting 48 S, 4th st. #4 SJ 
7:JO PM 998-2757 
Vietnam Vets Against the War 
?:JO PM 600 S. 5th st. 
San Jose 998-0367 
Painting Show by T:-!e Graphic 
Offensive -- Art Uallery, 
SJS Art 3uilding -- all week 
De Anza Swimming 
Open Every Day Except Mon, 
Noc.1 to ,S PM $.50 Adults 
$.2.~ ,mder 12 
Town & Country Lodge 
Rock & Roll movies 
Ricardo's 
Old Time movies 
1789 - BEGHmING OF THE 
FRENCH R~'YOLUTION 
Circle Star Theatre 
San Carlos 
Temptations 6/20-25 
Women's Center 8 PM 
MEN'S RAP NIGHT 
\ 
TV; Cha!".nel 9 
Black J 01irnal 
9:JO- 10 PM 
821-
Bodega 
Childhoods End 
In Your Ear 
David Pomeranz 
Shelter Saloon 
McNasty 
· Ricardo's 
Bob Mc Donaugh 
Town { Country Lod".'.e 
George & Gordon -
1943 - Race Riots in Detroit 
& Harlem- Which were easily 
suppressed leaving 40 dead 
and 700 injured 
Movie: Classic Shorts II 
Channel 9 8:J0-10 PM 
Ricardo's 
Treehouse 
The Garden of Allah 
Polanski's "Fearless Vampire 
Killers", Devil Dolls 
6/2)-25 
Radical Lesbian meeting 
7 PM 294-7265 
The Garden of Allah 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE: The original 
"Phantom of The Opera" 
with Lon Chaney 
$1, 00 in advance 
Town & Country Lodge 
Blue Monntain 
Benefit for Red fye 
Two•revolutionary"fil.ms 
"If11 & "Privilege" 
Wornen's Ce;,ter Jose T~eatre 
Woc,en:s_:Stdies ,ceeti"£ 0Qoce24 SJCJ!lw 22 Bodeg: ll,J -
:::helter .:,aloon Childhoods End 
Mc l'lasty 
Bodega 
Stoneground 
In Your ~ar 
Cal !jader $J.,50 
De Anza Planetarium 
"The Jupiter Pioneers" 
4 & 8 PM 
Town & Country Lodge 
W, Spider Blues Band 
Ricardo's 
~tJrrnza-
Shelter Saloon 
Airborne 
Boder,a 
The Ducks 
In Your Ear 
Cal Tjader 
In Your Ear 
Cal Tjader 
Channel 9 6: 30-7 PM 
Self defense for Women 
Chateau Liberte 
& Crafts Fair 
10 AM til Dark 
Neeting: United American 
Indians, Peter Burnett School 
2nd & Hedding, SJ 29)-8155 
Town & Country Lodge 
Blue Mountain 
Ricardo's 
Rainbow Hill 
Malo & Tower of Power 
Sonoma County Fairground 
Meeting: United Farmworkers 
9 AM 237 N, 1st. SJ 
Women's Center 
Open 12-3 PM 
WE HONOR ANY STORE'S SALE PRICES 
OQJ[J 21-008 21-
Bodega Shelter Saloon 
United Farmworkers rneetjng 
237 N. l,t 9 AM Margot Fonteyn 
Flint center De Anza College 
Gary Smith Blues Band Gary Smith Blues Band SATO--Pleasure Fair Chateau Liberte In Your Ear 
.Earle Davis 
Shelter Saloon 
Open Mike 
Movie: On the 3o's: Hard 
~
Channel 9 5: 30-7 PM 
Firing Line: No Fault Insurance 
Channel 9 8-9 PM 
Ricaxdo' s 
Childhoods End 
1874 General Custer and 
264 soldiers Killed in the 
Battle of Little Big Horn 
Bodega 
John Lee Rookex $2,00 l~fi~t,•-
Struggling Mothers 
10-11:30 PM Classic Shorts II 
Irish Republican Club 
meeting 7: 30 PM. Stop by and 
rap about the situation in 
Ireland. 48 s. 4st #4 SJ 
Ricardo's J azzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
VVAW meeting 
7: }O PM 600 S. 5,t 998-0367 
South Bay Experimental 
Flash 
00~021-
Bodega 
Ra 
In Your Ear 
Ju Ju 
"The Fri va te Li yes of 
A...'llericans" Channel 9 
8-8:30 PM 
1950 Truman ordered 
Armed Forces into Korea 
Bodega 
Childhoods End 
In Your Ear 
Ju Ju 
The Garden of Allah 
Fritz Lang's "Fury" & Eric 
von Stroheirm' s "Greed" 
Jtme 28 - July 2 
Ricardo's 
Bob Mc Donaugh 
COMMUNITY OFFICE OPENS --
pen House all day -- 255 E. 
illiarns 
Women's Center Open 12-3 PM 
SUNQ---
Open Mike at the 
Shelter Saloon 
349 West San Carlos 
Pleasure Fair 
Chateau Liberte 
1971 Dr. Ellsberg is indicted De Anza Planetarium 
on charges he leaked "The Final Journey11 J PM 
"Pentagon Papers: MON o-
00(!:)G) 29 Meeting: Irish Repub1ican 
Mike Nock Club 48 s.4 st. SJ 
In Your Ear 7:30 PM 998-2757 
Soul An interview with the 
wife of H. Rap Brown. 
Channel 9 11 Pm 
Terry Fetterman 
Ricardo's 
Town & Country Lodge 
Asleep at the Wheel 
1960 USAF begins bombing 
Hanoi (12 years ago) 
YVAW ' 600 s. 5,t. 
San Jose 998-0367 
TUES(:)-
1970 - Berkeley, Palo Alto, 
Washington D.C., S.F, 1 N.Y., 
etc., get it on in the 
S T R E E T S 
BOOM ! INDEPENDENCE? DAY 
Meeting: United Farmworkers 
237 N. l,t. SJ 9 AM 
Margot Fonteyn . 
Flint center De Anza. College, 
8:JO PM 
Sol.ar Observation 
Foothill College Planetarium 
9 AM to NOON 
!11~.JJ~ 
SALOON 
De .Anza. Planetari\llll 
"The Final Jmrneyit 
J PM 
. At 8 Pm "What's Up" 
MON DQ)• 
Meeting: YVAW 
6Q!l s, 5t.h st. 7,30 Pl! SJ 
Mel : Irish Republican 
c1~"8 s. 4t.h ,t. #4 SJ 
TUES l))• 
Beat the heat, check out 
,..,.~~g f,11.cilities 
at your local school 
~ ao- - WED ijQ· 
In Your Ear WED 0 Women•, Center 
Mike Nock Women's Center Radical Lesbian meeting 
Ricardo's 
Radical Lesbian Meeting 7 PM 7 PM 
!~!.!~rm~ !~!'r!f JlJ Treehouse Town & Country Lodge Snail 
died. kills 1,000 people- most of 
Berkeley Community Theatre 
Procol Ha.rum De Anza Planetarium "The 
SAT a- t~[y~ .. ::Mfilli~s 
1962 - Algerian people voted March of Communism has been 
completed independence from halted" 
France 
;.,bla()7)--
l789 - The Fall ot the 
Bastille in the French 
Revolution-Revolution-RfN-
olution, 
fil"efeptone 
AS &aot St. ~ame~. St. 
Friday June 23 at 
•1n•1aa, 
C,RJ6INAL 
I:Pillill0~®LUJ ®lJ 
~rn~ ®[PJ]ffiffi 
.,.,if,., Lon Cf,aneg 
........................ P.!.~.~ . .'?.?.~!.~.~5?.~.~ ... ?.! .. ~~E? •. ~~~~~---········ 
ADMISSION $1 TICKETS IN ADVANCE 
·····················································~································ 
JUNE 16-22 JULES & JIM 
AND 
BLACK ORPHEUS 
JUNE 23-27 FE.ARLESSan'fAMPIRE KILLERS 
DEVIL DOL.LS 
UNE28-JULY2 FURY and GREED 
